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LITERACY PLAN  

 

Literacy - The Key to Success   

RATIONALE   
The Literacy Plan stands as a set of statements and guidelines about teaching and learning at Forrestdale Primary School. It informs staff about the 

educational direction this school is taking with regard to literacy teaching and learning. Effective teachers use an array of collegially agreed upon teaching 

strategies because there is no single, universal approach that suits all situations. Different strategies need to be used in different combinations with different 

groupings of students to improve learning outcomes.   
  

VISION   
Literacy success is a determinant of achievement in all learning areas as well as in social settings, our community and world. We will develop in students the 

ability to communicate effectively and efficiently, to create and interpret written, visual and digital texts; and through language, understand and shape the 

world.   
  

CONTENTS   
The Literacy Plan is laid out in sections, each interacting with those that follow. Our approach is one of explicit instruction, with freedom to practice and use 

strategies and methods that will maximise student achievement.   

 The Literacy Block   

 Oral Language – Speaking and Listening 

 Reading 

 Vocabulary 

 Phonics 

 Spelling 

 Writing 

 Grammar 

 Assessment  
This plan must be implemented each year and guide the teaching and learning environment. Teachers will use professional judgments to ensure that all teaching and learning processes and 

strategies, fit within the guidelines established by our plan. Teachers are to be supported in the achievement of the Literacy Plan by professional development.   
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The Literacy Block  

The Literacy block is a session that occurs every day in the classroom at Forrestdale 

Primary School. The session must last from 90 – 120 mins per day. All aspects of the 

English learning area are developed during the session. The session has a strong 

sense of flow and purposeful activity. Students are engaged in a sustained period of 

literacy learning. Children make the literacy connections because they develop the 

knowledge that concepts and understandings build up over time through scaffolding 

their learning, collaboration, intentional and explicit instruction, discussion and 

working with peers, experimenting with ideas and having opportunities to 

experience success. 

Significant time is allocated for modelled reading, writing, listening and speaking. 

Explicit teaching of conventions, processes and strategies is essential. Opportunity 

for students to develop literacy competency is also critical feature. Student 

outcomes are explicit for both students and teacher. Student engagement in the 

achievement of high educational outcomes is the most critical feature of the Literacy 

Block. 

 

Literacy Block Structure 

 
 The form of the Literacy Block varies from junior to upper primary but the 

sense of flow and connection between each aspect should be similar in each 

phase of learning. 

 Teachers choose the strategies and processes from those specified in the 

whole school operational plan to suit the needs of their particular students. 
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Speaking and Listening   
Teaching students to become effective speakers and listeners cannot be simplified, as speaking and listening and their accompanying behaviours are involved in almost everything students 
and teachers do throughout the day. There is much, much more to speaking and listening than a news session. Students need to have real, structured and purposeful experiences for 
speaking and listening across learning areas. Oral language ability directly influences classroom learning as it is the way in which we process instructions, new information and think about 
and reflect on new learning.  Speaking and Listening at Forrestdale Primary School includes opportunities to engage with the variety of functions, experiences and genres as detailed below. 
There is a range of explicit, intentional and informal opportunities for students to participate in Speaking and Listening.   

 

FUNCTIONS OF ORAL LANGUAGE   

FUNCTION   THIS SORT OF LANGUAGE HELPS US TO:   CLASSROOM EXPERIENCES OR GENRES   

Instrumental: “I want.” Language as a means of getting things and 

satisfying material needs.   
• Identify things  
• Seek and provide information  
• Request assistance   

Problem solving   
Gathering materials   

Role playing   

Personal: “Here I come.” Expressing individuality, awareness of 

self, pride.   
• Elaborate and give detailed recounts of experiences   
• Express and respond to ideas and opinions  
• Express agreement and disagreement  
• Seek, give and deny permission to do something   

Making feelings public 

Interacting with others   
Interest talks   

Interactional: “Me and you.” Getting along with others, 

establishing relative status.   
• Greet or welcome people  
• Meet or introduce people  
• Sustain conversations with familiar and unfamiliar people   

Structured play  
Dialogues and discussions  
Talking in groups   

Substantive conversations   

Role plays and scenarios   

Regulatory: “Do as I tell you.” Controlling the behaviour and 

feelings of others.   
• Give information or correct factual information  
• Persuade others  
• Give specific logical instructions in a variety of contexts for 

different audiences   

Making rules in games   

Giving instructions   
Teaching  
Constructing persuasive  
texts   

Representational: “I’ve got something to tell you.”  
Communicating information, descriptions, expressing propositions.   

• Tell about the real world  
• Express a proposition  
• Report about things using description or narrative   

Oral reports Class meetings 

Debates   
Procedures   

Heuristic: “Tell me why?” Seeking and testing knowledge.   • Use a range of questions  
• Respond to questions appropriately   

Discussions Interviews   Oral histories  
Investigating   

Imaginative: “Let’s pretend.” Creating new worlds, making up 

stories and poems.   
• Perform  
• Recite  
• Puppetry   

Stories and dramatisations  
Rhymes, poems and riddles  
Storytelling   

Performances  Drama 

Puppetry   
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The Strands of Language 
 

Language weaves together six strands that form a consistent thread of communication. 
• Pragmatics – The use and function of language for communication including verbal and non verbal aspects. 

(Put simply it’s a student’s social skills) 
• Phonology – Phonology is a linguistic term that refers to the sound system of language - Put simply it’s the 

speech sounds that we use and how we use them. 
• The term grammar includes both syntax and morphology  
• Syntax – is the component of language that pertains to the rules for combining words and word parts into 

utterances and sentences. 
• Morphology - Morphology is concerned with the internal organization of words. 
• Discourse –refers to conversation. Does the individual have the skills to carry out a conversation? 
• Metalinguistics – Finally, Metalinguistic awareness is a student’s ability to think about the structure and 

components of spoken language. One important aspect of metalinguistic awareness is phonological awareness.  
• Semantics  -a system of rules governing the knowledge of word meanings and associations, and the way in which these are stored, accurately retrieved and used to 

express our ideas. 
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Reading  

Learning to read affects the long-term trajectory of a child’s life. Reading is but one aspect of Literacy, but, it is arguably the most important. Students, who have difficulty with reading, will 

also have difficulty with spelling and writing. In terms of judging whether or not a student is literate, reading is the foundation of success.  Proficient readers progressively develop a base of 

literacy knowledge and skills. 

 

Knowledge and Skills 
• Early levels – students recognise the consistency of concepts about print, recall relevant high frequency words, name the letters of the alphabet and identify their associated 

sounds. Students learn to decode simple, regular words. 
• Developing levels – Students have a firm understanding of print conventions and a core of high frequency words. This frees them to concentrate on the meaning while their 

knowledge of phonemic awareness and phonics allows them to accurately decode some unfamiliar words. 
• Consolidating and extending levels – Students take increasing responsibility for applying their knowledge of phonics to become accurate and efficient decoders of unfamiliar words. 

Fluency is enhanced through automatic recognition of high frequency words. 

 

Fluency 
‘Fluency is the ability to read aloud consistently with natural rhythm and expression, recognising or decoding words accurately while attention is focused 

on constructing meaning’ 
 

 Recognise words rapidly and read with expression 

 Group words into phrases 

 Change emphasis and tone of voice purposefully to reflect the authors intended meaning 

 Adjusting pace, phrasing, pitch and emphasis  

 Respond to punctuation, pause appropriately 
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Effective Reading Instruction  

 
What is known, from research, is that there are key elements to effective instruction in reading, known variously as the “Big Six”.   
 

1. Oral language   

2. Phonemic awareness  

3. Phonics  

4. Vocabulary  

5. Fluency   

6. Comprehension   
 

These components must be present in your daily Literacy warm ups. At Forrestdale, we focus on the ‘Big Six’ components for reading instruction during 

modelled, shared, guided and independent reading. 

Modelled Reading Shared Reading Guided Reading Independent Reading 

The focus of modelled reading is on 

sharing a text for pleasure and not on 

the explicit teaching of such things as 

reading strategies, language structures 

or vocabulary.  When Reading to 

students, effective reading behaviours 

and a positive attitude can be 

demonstrated.  Modelled reading is 

uninterrupted and the sessions are most 

effective when kept to a ten- to fifteen-

minute time span, on a daily basis. 

Shared Reading is a supportive, interactive   

reading procedure where all students can see 

the text being shared. Students observe a good 

model (usually the teacher) reading the text and 

are invited to read along.     

At Forrestdale the Key Links Shared Books and 

Poetry cards can be used for these sessions.  

The focus for these sessions is:     

Day 1 - Comprehension    

Day 2 - Vocabulary     

Day 3 - Flow/phrasing/fluency     

Day 4 - Phonic knowledge/phonemic 

awareness     

Day 5 – Oral/written and visual language 

Guided Reading is an approach where 

students are grouped to read according the 

text being shared. to their reading stage (or 

level) — not age.  Guided Reading enables 

students to practise using strategies that 

have already been introduced.  The teacher 

guides or directs the readers to sections of 

the text using the following                                            

pattern: set a focus question, predict, read 

and discuss.  It is essential that the texts 

used in Guided Reading sessions be selected 

to match the readers’ instructional level and 

interests. The teacher must read with each 

group at least once to twice a week. 

At Forrestdale we use 

 Key links 

 Dandelion Readers 

These independent reading activities need 

to encompass skills and strategies that 

students are explicitly taught during warm 

ups, shared and guided reading. 

 

At Forrestdale a variety of resources are 

used for independent reading activities 

including;   

• Literacy Pro?   
• Vocabulary building activities   
• IPad independent 

reading/questions 
• Shared book activities 
• Guided Book activities   
• Comprehension Boxes   
• Listening posts  
• Novel related activities 
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Reading – Benchmarks 
In English, there are 100 frequently occurring words that make up, on average, half of the words we use in reading and writing. High frequency words (Sight 

words) are an integral part of the reading program. Teachers will use ‘Magic Word’ resources developed for the school. Student achievement and attainment 

will be monitored and updated each term in Years PP – Year 3. 

 

BENCHMARKS 
Reading High Frequency words - Magic Words Benchmarks (Appendix 2) 

Kindy Pre-Primary Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 

Exposure to first 

20 words 

100 words 200 words 300 words 400 words 

 
 

 

 
Reading PM Benchmarks (Appendix 1) 

Pre-Primary Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 

6-10 10-16 17-22 22-25 26-28 28-30 

 

Literacy Pro (Lexile) 

Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 

500L-800L 600L-900L 700L-1000L 800L-1050L 
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READING SKILLS AND COMPREHENSION STRATEGIES  
Sounding out  

Readers use their knowledge of letter-sound relationships to take words apart, 

attach sounds to the parts and blend the parts back together to identify 

unknown words.  

Connecting  

Efficient readers comprehend text through making strong connections 
between their prior knowledge and the new information presented in text.  
Text to self, Text to text, text to world.  

Finding Word Meaning in Context  

Working out the meaning of the word using other words 

around it.   

Re-reading  

Efficient readers understand the benefits of re-reading whole texts or parts of 

texts to clarify or enhance meaning. Re-reading can also be used as a word 

identification strategy. Efficient readers sometimes re-read to work out the 

meaning of difficult words using context clues. The opportunity to re-read a 

text also helps to improve fluency.  

Compare/Contrast  

Making comparisons relates closely to the connecting strategy. As students 

make connections between the text and self, the text and other texts or 

texts and the outside world, they also begin to make comparisons.  

Summarising /Paraphrasing  

Linked closely to the strategy of determining importance, 

summarising and paraphrasing are part of the process of 

identifying, recording and writing the key ideas, main points 

or most important information from a text in your own 

words.  

Adjusting reading rate  

It is important that students allow themselves to adjust their reading rate or 

pace and recognise when this may be necessary.  

Self-questioning  

Efficient readers continually think of questions before, during and after 

reading to assist them to comprehend text.  

Using analogy  

Readers use analogy when they refer to words they are 

familiar with to identify unknown words.    

Creating images/Interpreting Figurative Language  

Efficient readers use all their senses to continually create images as they read 

text. Writers use figurative language to create images.  

Understanding Sequence  

The order in which things happen  

  

    

Predicting  

Predicting helps readers to activate their prior knowledge about a topic. 

Predictions are based on clues in the text such as pictures, illustrations, 

subtitles and plot.  

Skimming and Scanning/Recalling Facts and Details  

Scanning involves glancing through material to locate specific details such 

as names, dates, places or some particular content. Skimming involves 

glancing quickly through material to gain a general impression or overview 

of the content.  

Consulting a Reference   

Consulting a reference is an additional strategy that enables 

students to unlock the meaning of a word.   

Reading on  

When students cannot decode an unfamiliar word in a text, they can make use 

of the reading on strategy. Skipping the unfamiliar word and reading on to the 

end of the sentence or the next two or three sentences often provides the 

reader with sufficient context clues to help determine the unknown word. 

Once the unknown word has been determined, students can re-read that 

section of the text.  

Chunking  

Chunking is an important Reading Comprehension Strategy. Breaking text 

into bundles of manageable information or chunks, is a highly regarded 

reading comprehension strategy. When teaching chunking as a reading 

technique be sure to give your students a statement of purpose for the 

passage.  

Synthesising  

When comprehending text, efficient readers use 

synthesising to bring together information that may come 

from a variety of sources. Synthesising involves readers 

piecing information together, like putting together a jigsaw.  

Finding Main Idea/Determining Importance  

Efficient readers constantly ask themselves what is most important in this 

phrase, sentence, paragraph, chapter, or whole text. What is the main idea?  

Inferring  

Efficient readers take information from a text and add their own ideas to 

make inferences. During the process of inferring, readers make predictions, 

draw conclusions and make judgements to create their interpretations of a 

text.  

Identifying Author’s Purpose  

Is it to describe, entertain, inform or persuade?  

This helps understand why the text was written.  
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Forrestdale Primary School- Reading Text Forms Scope and Sequence 2021 

 PP 1 2 3 & 4  5 & 6 

 Listen to, read and view texts in 

which the primary purpose is to 

entertain, as well as some texts to 

inform. 

Listen to, read, view and interpret 

texts designed to entertain and 

inform 

Listen to, read, view and interpret 

texts in which the primary purpose is 

to entertain, as well as texts 

designed to inform and persuade. 

Listen to, read, view and interpret 

texts in which the primary purpose is 

aesthetic, as well as texts designed 

to inform and persuade. 

Listen to, read, view and evaluate 

texts in which the primary purpose is 

aesthetic, as well as texts designed 

to inform and persuade. 

Ex
am

p
le

s 
o

f 
Te

xt
 T

yp
es

 

 Traditional oral texts 

 Aboriginal stories 

 Picture books 

 Various types of stories 

 Rhyming verse 

 Poetry 

 Non-fiction (report, persuasive, 
procedure) 

 Film 

 Multimodal texts 

 Dramatic performance  

 Traditional oral texts 

 Aboriginal stories 

 Picture books 

 Various types of stories 

 Rhyming verse and poetry 

 Non-fiction (report, persuasive, 
procedure) 

 Film 

 Dramatic performance 

 Texts used by students as models for 
constructing their own texts. 

 Traditional oral texts 

 Aboriginal stories 

 Picture books 

 Various types of stories and digital stories 

 Simple chapter books 

 Rhyming verse and poetry 

 Non-fiction (report, persuasive, 
procedure) 

 Film 

 Multimodal texts 

 Dramatic performance 

 Texts used by students as models for 
constructing their own texts. 

 Traditional oral texts 

 Aboriginal stories 

 Picture books 

 Various types of stories and digital stories 

 Chapter books 

 Rhyming verse and poetry 

 Non-fiction (report, persuasive, 
procedure) 

 Film 

 Multimodal texts 

 Dramatic performance 

 Texts used by students as models for 
constructing their own texts. 

 Newspaper 

 Film and digital texts 

 Junior and early adolescent novels 

 Poetry 

 Non-fiction (report, persuasive, 
procedure) 

 Dramatic performance 
 

C
h

ar
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s 
o

f 
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n
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e 

Te
xt

s 

Participate in shared reading, viewing and 
storytelling using a range of literary texts and 
recognise the entertaining nature of literature. 
Texts that support and extend Pre-primary 
students as beginner readers include:  
 
Literary texts: 

  decodable and predictable texts 

 range from caption books to books with 
one or more sentences per page 

 involve straightforward sequences of 
events and everyday happenings 

 recognisable, realistic or imaginary 
characters 

 
Informative texts: 

 a small amount of new content about 
familiar topics of interest 

 a small range of language features, 
including: 
o simple and compound sentences 
o  mostly familiar vocabulary 
o known, high-frequency words 
o single-syllable words that can be 

decoded phonically 
o illustrations that strongly support 

the printed text 

Texts that support and extend Year 1 students 
as independent readers include: 
 
Literary texts: 

 Straight forward sequences of events and 
everyday happenings  

 with recognisably realistic or imaginary 
characters.  

 
Informative texts: 

 a small amount of new content about 
familiar topics of interest and topics 
being studied in other areas of the 
curriculum.  

 decodable and predictable texts which 
present a small range of language 
features, including: 
o  simple and compound sentences 
o some unfamiliar vocabulary 
o a small number of high-frequency 

words and words that need to be 
decoded 

o illustrations and diagrams that 
support the printed text. 

Texts that support and extend Year 2 students 
as independent readers include: 
Literary texts: 

 sequences of events that span several 
pages  

 unusual happenings within a framework 
of familiar experiences.  

 
Informative texts: 

 new content about topics of interest and 
topics being studied in other areas of the 
curriculum. 

  language features such as: 
o varied sentence structures 
o some unfamiliar vocabulary 
o a significant number of high-

frequency sight words and words 
that need to be decoded  

o a range of punctuation 
conventions 

o illustrations and diagrams that 
support and extend the 
printed text. 

Texts that support and extend Year 3 and 4 
students as independent readers include: 
 
Literary texts: 

 describe complex sequences of events 
that extend over several pages 

 unusual happenings within a framework 
of familiar experiences.  

 
Informative texts: 

 content of increasing complexity and 
technicality about topics of interest and 
topics being studied in other areas of the 
curriculum.  

 complex language features, including: 
o varied sentence structures 
o some unfamiliar vocabulary 
o a significant number of high-

frequency sight words and words 
that need to be decoded  

o a variety of punctuation conventions 
o  illustrations and diagrams that 

support and extend the printed text. 

Texts that support and extend Year 5 and 6 
students as independent readers include: 
 
Literary texts: 

 complex sequences 

 a range of non-stereotypical characters 

 elaborated events including flashbacks 
and shifts in time.  

 explore themes of interpersonal 
relationships and ethical dilemmas within 
real-world and fantasy settings.  

Informative texts  

 technical and content information about 
a wide range of topics of interest as well 
as topics being studied in other areas of 
the curriculum.  

 text structures including  
o Chapters 
o headings and subheadings 
o tables of contents 
o indexes and glossaries 

 language features include  
o complex sentences, 
o unfamiliar technical vocabulary 
o figurative language, 
o information presented in various 

types of graphics 
 
 

https://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/curriculum-browser/english/overview/glossary/decodable
https://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/curriculum-browser/english/overview/glossary/language-features
https://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/curriculum-browser/english/overview/glossary/high-frequency-words
https://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/curriculum-browser/english/overview/glossary/text
https://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/curriculum-browser/english/overview/glossary/decodable
https://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/curriculum-browser/english/overview/glossary/language-features
https://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/curriculum-browser/english/overview/glossary/language-features
https://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/curriculum-browser/english/overview/glossary/high-frequency-words
https://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/curriculum-browser/english/overview/glossary/high-frequency-words
https://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/curriculum-browser/english/overview/glossary/text
https://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/curriculum-browser/english/overview/glossary/language-features
https://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/curriculum-browser/english/overview/glossary/sentence
https://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/curriculum-browser/english/overview/glossary/text
https://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/curriculum-browser/english/overview/glossary/language-features
https://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/curriculum-browser/english/overview/glossary/sentence
https://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/curriculum-browser/english/overview/glossary/text
https://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/curriculum-browser/english/overview/glossary/text
https://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/curriculum-browser/english/overview/glossary/language-features
https://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/curriculum-browser/english/overview/glossary/figurative-language
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Reading and Viewing   
The goal of teaching viewing is for students to become competent, independent and critical users of visual texts. In most teaching and learning situations, the 

gradual transfer of skills involves the planned release of responsibility for making meaning from teacher to students. Explicit teaching fosters this gradual and 

systematic release. Students need to be given opportunities to practise new skills and apply new knowledge, with the teacher providing timely and explicit 

feedback.   

 

WHAT STUDENTS NEED TO KNOW ABOUT VIEWING   
• Visual texts represent an interpretation of events or ideas   
• Visual texts are everywhere   
• Visual texts rely on shared understandings of codes and conventions   
• Visual texts can be read in multiple ways, depending on the reader’s own set of beliefs and cultural and social understandings   
• Authors and illustrators choose to represent facts, events, characters and people in different ways   
• Images can be manipulated   
• Authors and illustrators present a view of the world that can be challenged    

 

SELECTING VISUAL TEXTS   
Teachers select visual texts according to the learning needs of their students. The table below provides a range of different text types, for a range of 

purposes.   
  

PURPOSE  DESCRIBE  ENTERTAIN  PERSUADE  EXPLAIN  INSTRUCT  

Still  

Brochure  
Magazine  

Non-fiction picture books  

Comic book Narrative 

picture book  
Billboard Advertising 

catalogue  
Diagram  
Textbook  

Newspaper  

Craft book  
Street sign  
Furniture  

Assembly instructions  

Moving  
TV travel program Video 

journal  
Feature film  

Television program  
Music video  

Commercial  Documentary  Occupational health and safety  
DVD  

Multi-modal  Tourism website Work 

portfolio  
Video game Weblog  Debate  

Political website  
Hotlink Animated 

diagram  
Online form  
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Vocabulary 
Vocabulary refers to the words we must know in order to communicate effectively. With relationship to reading, vocabulary plays an important role in two major ways. 
 

1) Children who do not immediately recognise high frequency sight words and rely on decoding individual words have difficulty reading with fluency or making meaning from text. 

2) When learning to read, children have a more difficult time learning words that are not already a part of their oral vocabulary and cannot understand what they are reading without   

knowing what most of the words mean. 

Vocabulary is important because readers must have word meaning before they can comprehend what they are reading. Vocabulary is developed when students are 

explicitly taught individual words, synonyms and word learning strategies.  

  

STEPS FOR TEACHING VOCABULARY 

Step 1     

Introduce the word  
 
(I do) 
 
Pronounce the word 
Spell the word 
What does the word mean? 
Word origin/word family 
Alternative words e.g. 
synonyms, antonyms, prefixes, 
suffixes 

 

Step 2    

Say it in a sentence  

(We do) 

Give many examples 

 

Step 3   

Write it in a sentence  

(We do)  

Give many examples 

Step 4  

Check understanding  

(We Do) 

Step 5 

Individual oral or written 

activity  

(You do) 

Intentional Teaching of Vocabulary 
Level 1 - Consists of the most basic words 

Sight words, verbs, nouns, adjectives and early reading words/word families/Magic Words 
 

Level 2 - Consist of high frequency words that occur across a variety of domains/learning areas 

Words that strongly influence speaking and reading comprehension/Contain multiple meanings/Increase descriptive vocab 
 

Level 3 - Consists of low frequency words 

Subject specific 
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Phonics  
At Forrestdale Primary School we use a synthetic phonics program for the teaching of phonics and spelling.  

PP - 2 uses PLD and years 3 -6 the Soundwaves scope and sequence.  

 

In Kindy to Year 2 we are also working on the Heggerty Phonemic Awareness program. This program is developed on a systematic scope and sequence of skills, 

each level focuses on eight phonemic awareness skills, along with two additional activities to develop Letter and Sound recognition, and Language Awareness. Phonemic 

awareness is the ability to hear and manipulate the individual sounds in words. For example, taking the spoken word "dog" and separating it into three 

distinct sounds, /d/ /o/ /g/ requires phonemic awareness skill. One of the most robust findings of modern reading research is that proficient reading is strongly 

associated with the ability to identify, remember, and sequence phonemes. 

The following skills develop phonemic awareness: 

  

Blending - the ability to smoothly and fluidly combine individual sound together into words. 

Segmenting - breaking down the words into smaller parts. Children should be able to segment into individual sounds. 

Manipulating -  plays with each sound in a word by adding, deleting or changing sounds. For example, remove the first sound and bat becomes at. Change the medial sound to /e/ and bat 

becomes bet. Add the /s/ sound to the end and bat becomes bats. 

Tracking - Proper directional tracking is looking at and processing all the letters in order from left-to-right. Proper directional tracking is essential for reading success. This must be included for 

students below benchmark in years 5 & 6. 

 

Key Terms we use  
 

Phoneme – speech sounds made by the mouth  

Grapheme – are individual letters and groups of letters that represent   

Graph - a single letter representing one sound e.g. m in mum  

Digraph – a combination of two letters representing one sound e.g. ph in dolphin  

Trigraph - a combination of three letters representing one sound e.g. igh in light  

Quadgraph -  a combination of four letters representing one sound e.g. augh in caught  
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Spelling   
It is recognised that communication occurs when a writer has effectively relayed his or her meaning to the reader. Good spelling is a factor in effectively 

relaying meaning.   

TO BECOME PROFICIENT SPELLERS, CHILDREN NEED TO   
 Receive instruction in phonic, phonetic and phonemic choices   

 Be encouraged to take risks in spelling and ‘have a go’ at spelling words they are unsure of, while maintaining fluency in writing   

 Become aware of the techniques that proficient spellers use to learn words   

 Learn to use a variety of sources to find correct spelling   

 Understand that spelling needs to be checked   

 Develop proof reading skills    
 

Spelling Writing  Strategies   

• Introduction: 
chants/song/drills 

• Revision of prior content 
• Focus on rules /spelling 

choices 
• Practise blending and 

segmenting words 
• Body - completion of focus 

sounds/phonemes/graphemes 
using resources  
(K-3) PLD & (3-6) Soundwaves 

 

Writing gives spelling its context. Without writing, spelling has no purpose and no audience. 
While some skills and instructional strategies require the opportunity for students to 
practise and learn skills and words, it is through writing that students develop proficiency in 
spelling. Daily writing lessons will give students the opportunity to:   

• use a variety of spelling strategies to spell and learn new words  

• automatically recall high-frequency words, personally significant words, and topic and 
signal words  

• continually build their own vocabulary  

• understand the English orthographic system  

• understand and apply spelling generalisations  

• self-monitor and generate alternative spellings for unknown words 

Effective spellers use a range of 
strategies interactively when they 
are spelling unknown words and 
learning new words. Strategies to 
use as part of the explicit 
instruction program:   

 Segmenting (chin walking)  

 Chunking/syllables (chin 
bumps)  

 Using spelling generalisations  

 Using analogy  

 Consulting an authority  

 Using meaning  

 Using memory aids  

 Using visual memory 
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Writing   
The act of writing consists of multiple processes, strategies and conventions that intertwine and overlap. Teachers need to be explicit in demonstrating and talking to 

students about what effective writers do. Teachers also need to provide opportunities for students to apply new understandings in their own authentic writing contexts.   

A successful writing program requires a daily block of time, with time allocated for explicit instruction on selected aspects of writing, time for students to write 

independently, and opportunities for students to receive and provide feedback. At Forrestdale Primary School the Talk for Writing program will be introduced. This involves 

students imitating the language required on a particular topic before reading and analysing it. They are then involved in innovating the text with modelling and support 

from the teacher, before they write independently. Please see appendix 8, 9, 10 for more detailed information on Talk for Writing.  

BASIC STRUCTURE OF A WRITING BLOCK   

ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF A WRITING BLOCK   ROLE OF THE TEACHER   ROLE OF THE STUDENTS   

Time for explicit instruction (5-20 minutes)   
This time provides a forum for whole class or small group 

instruction/quick writes, with a focus on:  
 Use of texts  
 Contextual understanding   
 Conventions  
 Processes and strategies   

Introduce a selected focus using practices or procedures to 
teach writing. These might include:   
PROCEDURES: modelled writing, shared writing, interactive 
writing, language experience, creating Magpie word wall   
PRACTICES: familiarising, analysing, discussing   

• Listen and actively participate in mini-lessons/quick     
write activities  

• Complete guided practice activities  
• Make connections from mini-lesson to their own     

reading and writing.   
• Contribute to Magpie word walls  

Writing (20-40 minutes)   
This time provides students with the opportunity to 
complete the Talk4Writing stages;  
 Imitate  
 Innovate  
 Independent   

Provide time for students to apply new learning through 
independent writing and quick write activities:   

 Imitate texts, create story maps, retell and rehearse the 
text  

• Confer with individuals or small groups of students   
• Provide small group instruction as necessary  

• Complete Cold and Hot tasks  
• Actively write: may be involved in planning, drafting, 

refining or publishing   
• Participate in the three stages: imitate, innovate or 

independent writing activities  
• Participate in small group instruction if required  

Time for feedback (5-10 minutes)   
Time for students to share their writing either in whole- 

class, small-group or partner forums. This provides a real 

audience for students to share draft attempts and to give 

and receive valuable feedback on how to improve their 

writing.   

• Facilitate the sharing of writing  
• Participate as an audience member in sharing sessions  
• Provide constructive feedback to students  

 Volunteer to share writing with others, e.g. read writing 
aloud to an audience   

 Seek specific feedback from audience   
 Provide constructive feedback to peers   
 Make choices about what feedback will be incorporated  
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Forrestdale Scope and Sequence Writing 

West Australian Curriculum: English Year Level Description of Text Type 
 
 
Students create a 
range of imaginative, 
informative and 
persuasive texts such 
as… 

P 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Recounts 
Narratives (Retell) 

Narrative 
Recounts 
Procedures 
Performances 
Literacy retellings 
Poetry 
Report 

Imaginative retellings 
Reports 
Performances 
Poetry 
Exposition 
Narrative 

Narrative 
Procedures 
Performances 
Reports 
Reviews 
Poetry 
Expositions 
 
 

Narrative 
Procedures 
Performances 
Reports 
Reviews 
Poetry 
Expositions 
Retell 

Narrative 
Procedures 
Performances 
Reports 
Reviews 
Explanations 
Discussions 
Expositions 

Narrative 
Procedures 
Performances 
Reports 
Reviews 
Explanations 
Discussions 
Expositions 

 
 

 

 

 

NOTES 
Green print is optional to do in Science. Purple print is optional for assembly (alongside another task) 

 

 

 

Text Type  

Retell Creating Storytellers and 
Writers 

Narrative Creating Storytellers and 
Writers 

Poetry Key Links Poetry Cards/Bud-e 
Poetry cards 

Recount Talk for Writing Across the 
Curriculum. 82 

Procedure Talk for Writing Across the 
Curriculum.  108 

Report Talk for Writing Across the 
Curriculum.  131 

Exposition Talk for Writing Across the 
Curriculum. 157 

Review Talk for Writing Across the 
Curriculum. 157 

Refer to Pie Corbett’s ‘Writing Modules’ (in 
your year group) for texts (Year 3 -6) and/or 
‘Creating Storytellers and Writers’  

Text Type Teaching Schedule 
Students need to be EXPOSED to and explicitly taught a range of texts.  

Text Types 
 K P 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Imaginative Retell E T T M M M M M 

Narrative E E T T T T T T 

Poetry E E E T T T T T 

Informative Recount E T T T M M M M 

Procedure E E T T T T T T 

Report E E T T T M M T 

Persuasive Exposition  E E T T T T M 

Review  E E E E E T T 

Key:  
E=expose  
T= teach  
M= Maintain 
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Recommended Texts/Types 

 

Key Expose Teach Maintain 

Use Pie Corbett “Creating Story Tellers and Writers” text for narrative writing tool kits.  

Use Pie Corbett “Talk for Writing Across the Curriculum” for non-fiction texts 

Use Pie Corbett “Writing Models” Year 3 -6 

Text K P 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Retell Expose: 
 

Teach: Teach: Maintain: Maintain: Maintain: Maintain: Maintain: 

Narrative Expose: Variety of 
Narratives including 
Fairy Tales & 
Nursery Rhymes 
 
Focus: Using actions 
whilst joining in 
 

Expose: Variety of 
narratives including 
Fairy Tales 
 
Focus: Using actions 
whilst joining in 
 

Expose pattern: 
Journey Tale 
 
 
 

Teach pattern: 
Journey Tale 
Focus: Dialogue 
 
Teach pattern: Rags 
to Riches 
Focus: Openings 

and Endings 

 

Teach pattern: 
Wishing Tale 
Focus: Character 
 
Teach pattern:  
Warning Tale 
Focus: Cliff hangers 

Teach pattern: 
Quest tale 
Focus: Setting 
 
Teach pattern: 
Losing Tale 
Focus: Description- 

people, places & 

objects 

Teach pattern: 
Losing Tale 
Focus: Suspense 
 
Teach pattern: 
warning tale 
Focus: 
Characterisation/ 
dialogue  

Teach pattern: 
Defeating the 
monster 
Focus: style/vocab 
 
Teach pattern: 
warning tale  
Focus: Action 

Poetry 

 

Expose: 
 
 

Expose: Expose: Teach: Narrative 
poetry e.g. Key links 
poetry cards 
Acrostic 

Teach: Free verse Teach: Limericks Teach: Haiku 
 
 
 

Teach: Cinquain 

Recount Expose: 
 

Teach: elements of 
a recount 

Teach: elements of 
a recount 

Teach:  recount in 
the form of a letter 
 
 

Maintain: diary Maintain: Letter Maintain: 
Journalistic recount 

Maintain: 
Journalistic recount 

Procedure Expose: 
Instructional 
language 

Expose: simple 
procedures 
e.g. How to make … 
 

Teach: Recipe 
writing e.g. How to 
make a sandwich 

Teach: 
Recipe/instructions 
e.g. How to trap a 
wolf/dragon 

Teach: 
Instructions 
e.g. How to trap a 
troll 
 

Teach: 
Procedure in 
Science/Instructions 
e.g. How to blow up 
war ships 

Teach: Procedure in 
Science/Instructions 

Maintain: 
Procedure in 
science 

Report Expose: Expose:  Teach: 
Informational 
report 

Teach: 
Informational 
 

Teach: 
Informational 

Maintain: 
Informational 

Maintain: 
Informational 

Teach: auto/ 
biography 

Exposition  Expose: Expose:  
 

Teach:  Persuasive 
Essay 

Teach: Persuasive 
Essay 
 

Teach: Persuasive 
Letter 
 

Teach: Persuasive 
letter 
 

Maintain: 
Persuasive 
letter/essay 

Review  Expose: Expose: Expose:  Expose: Expose:  Teach: Book Review 
 

Teach:  Discussion/ 
formal written 
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Grammar   
The underlying structure of the English language is called grammar - the arrangement of words into ‘pieces of language’ that we can all recognise and understand. Grammar 

drives the way we select and arrange our words so that we are able to communicate and connect with each other easily.   

Writing requires us to apply our knowledge and understanding of grammar. We need to know how to build our text, sentence by sentence, paragraph by paragraph; and 

the devices we can use to tie it all together, so that readers can make sense of what we write. Writing also demands the added features of spelling and punctuation, format 

and presentation. Grammar is inseparably linked to writing. Grammar has purpose, and that purpose is to assist in conveying precise meaning. In order for students to 

achieve this purpose, explicit instruction in Grammar, alongside the writing program is essential. Below are the key features of Grammar to be covered at Forrestdale 

Primary School. Please see Appendices 2 – 7. Refer to ‘Jumpstart for Grammar’ by Pie Corbett for ideas. 

NOUNS   VERBS   SENTENCES   PRONOUNS   ADJECTIVES   ADVERBS   PHRASES   CLAUSES   CONJUNCTIONS   

Nouns name the 

everyday things in 

our world - 

people, places, 

objects and 

animals.   

Verbs consist of 

one or more 

words that tell us 

what is ‘going on’ 

in a sentence.   

A sentence is a meaningful 
unit of language, 
complete in  

itself. It contains at least 

one verb and makes 

sense.   

Pronouns are used 

instead of nouns in 

speaking and writing. 

Personal pronouns 

replace the names of 

people and things.   

Adjectives describe 

nouns. They work with 

the noun to give clear 

pictures of people, places 

and things.   

Adverbs are words 
that add meaning to 
the actions of people, 
places, events and 
objects.   

They tell us how, 

when, where and for 

how long things 

happen.   

A phrase is a group 

of words that only 

makes sense within 

a sentence, never on 

its own. We speak in 

phrases, giving 

speech its sense of 

rhythm.   

A clause is a group 

of words with a 

subject and 

something to say 

about the subject.   

Conjunctions are 

joining words. They 

join ideas together 

in a meaningful way.   

 EARLY  MIDDLE   UPPER  

 

       

PUNCTUATION, HANDWRITING, PRESENTATION AND EDITING   
• Punctuation marks are ‘road signs’ for readers. Punctuation marks show readers where statements and questions begin and end; and where they need to pause to make 

sense of the phrases and clauses. Students need to be taught the following: full stops, question marks, exclamation marks, commas, speech marks, apostrophes, 

semicolons and colons.   

• Forrestdale Primary School uses NSW Foundation font as the form of handwriting. It is to be modelled and taught at all year levels.   

• All student work is to be presented with the name, date, margin and a ruled line at the top and bottom of the page.  

• Editing for writing is to follow the Talk for Writing guidelines.  
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Grammar, Punctuation and Vocabulary 

 pp Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 

Sentences and 

clause-level 

grammar 

Recognise that sentences are 

key units for expressing ideas 

 learning that word order 
in sentences is important 
for meaning (for example 
‘The boy sat on the dog', 
'The dog sat on the boy') 

 creating students' own 
written texts and reading 
aloud to the teacher and 
others 

Identify the parts of a 

simple sentence that represent: 

 ‘What’s happening?’ 

 ‘What state is being 
described?’ 

 ‘Who or what is 
involved?’  

 the surrounding 
circumstances 

 compound sentences 

 coordinating 
conjunctions 

 Understand that 
a clauses with 
a subject and a verb and 
that these need to be in 
agreement 

the meaning of sentences can 

be enriched through: 

 noun groups/phrases 

 verb groups/phrases 

 prepositional phrases 

 Quoted (direct) 

 Reported (indirect) 
speech 

 difference between main 
and subordinate clauses  

 complex sentences 

Complex sentences can be used 

to:  

 elaborate 

 extend 

 explain ideas 

Word-level 

Grammar 

Recognise that texts are made 

up of words and groups of 

words that make meaning 

 Nouns 

 Pronouns 

 Verbs 

 adjectives adverbs 

Understand that nouns 

represent people, places, 

concrete objects and abstract 

concepts 

Three types of nouns:  

 Common 

 Proper 

 pronouns 
Noun groups/ phrases can be 

expanded using: 

 articles  

 adjectives 

Types of verbs 

 Doing e.g. ran 

 Thinking e.g. wonder 

 Saying e.g. whispered 

 Relating e.g. was, is… 

 adverb groups/phrases  

 prepositional phrases 

Noun groups/phrases and 

adjective groups/phrases can 

be expanded to provide a fuller 

description of the person, 

place, thing or idea 

Ideas can be expanded and 

sharpened through careful 

choice of: 

 Verbs 

 elaborated tenses  

 a range of adverb 
groups/phrases 

Punctuation Participate in shared editing of 

students' own texts for 

meaning, spelling, capital 

letters and full stops 

 full stops 

 question marks  

 exclamation marks 
Punctuation that signal 

sentences that make: 

 Statements 

 ask questions 

 express emotion 

 give commands 

Recognise that capital letters 

signal proper nouns and 

commas are used to separate 

items in lists 

 contractions are a 
feature of informal 
language  

 apostrophes are used to 
signal missing letters in 
contraction 

quotation marks are used to 

signal: 

 dialogue  

 titles 

 quoted (direct) speech 

Apostrophes  to signal 

possessives with common and 

proper nouns 

Understand the uses of 

commas to separate clauses 

Vocabulary Understand the use of 

vocabulary in familiar contexts 

related to everyday 

experiences, personal interests 

and topics taught at school 

Understand the use of 

vocabulary in everyday 

contexts as well as a growing 

number of school contexts, 

including appropriate use of 

formal and informal terms of 

address in different contexts 

Understand the use of 

vocabulary about familiar and 

new topics and experiment 

with and begin to make 

conscious choices of vocabulary 

to suit audience and purpose 

Learn extended and technical 

vocabulary and ways of 

expressing opinion including 

modal verbs and adverbs 

Incorporate new vocabulary 

from a range of sources into 

students’ own texts including 

vocabulary encountered in 

research 

Understand the use of 

vocabulary to express greater 

precision of meaning, and know 

that words can have different 

meanings in different contexts 

Investigate how vocabulary 

choices, including evaluative 

language can express shades of 

meaning, feeling and opinion 

Resources Jumpstart Grammar- Pie Corbett 

First Steps Writing Resource Book 

 

 

 

https://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/curriculum-browser/english/overview/glossary/sentence
https://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/curriculum-browser/english/overview/glossary/clause
https://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/curriculum-browser/english/overview/glossary/subject
https://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/curriculum-browser/english/overview/glossary/verb
https://k10outline.scsa.wa.edu.au/home/p-10-curriculum/curriculum-browser/english/overview/glossary/audience
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Non Fiction Text Types 

Procedure  Recount  Information Report  

Toolkit:  

Include steps to be taken  
Use time connectives to organise steps  
Write formally (Who is the reader?)  
Use short sentences to make it easy to follow  
Use ‘bossy’ words (imperatives)  
Use specific vocabulary  
Use commas when listing materials  

Toolkit:  

Provide an interesting title  
Include who? What? Where? When? Why? In the introduction  
Include only the most exciting events  
Use topic sentences to open each paragraph  
Use past tense  
Use time connectives  
Use specific nouns and descriptive adjectives  
Use direct speech  

Toolkit:  

Use a hook (e.g. a question) to encourage reader to read on  
Chunk information into paragraphs  
Use sub headings, dot points, information boxes, lists  
Use topic sentences  
Use generalisations (most, many, some)  
Write using present tense, third person  
Use connectives to add more detail (furthermore, also)  
Use formal language  
Include detail and description (including comparisons)  

 

Paragraphs  

Title   
State what your instructions achieve  
Beginning (Introduction)   
Introduce topic as problems to be solved.  

Present instructions as solution  

Middle   
What you need  
List items  
Use commas to separate  
Middle   
Steps to take  
Number steps  
Time connectives (first, next, after, finally)  
Short sentences  
Imperatives  
Ending   
Final Point  
Warning or tips for success  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Paragraphs  
Title   
Summarise  
Beginning  
Hook the reader, who? What? Where? When? Why? In one 
well-crafted sentence  
Middle  
Provide more detail about events, in order  
Use time connectives  
Use boastful emotive language  
Middle  
Information from/about central character to add detail  
Ending  
Final personal comment or warning  

 

Paragraphs  

Title  

Name of subject of report  

Beginning  

Provide a definition  

Middle  

Describe what it is   
Include physical features  
Middle   

Describe where it is found  

Middle  

Diet – what does it eat?  

End  

Amazing fact  
Relate to the reader  
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Discussion  Explanation  Persuasion  

A discussion considers both sides to an argument, and then draws a 

conclusion. The text type encourages students to empathise with 

different viewpoints; consider ideas; and weigh up evidence, before 

reaching a conclusion  

This text type explains actions, ideas and processes. This text type 

explains the why instead of how.  

Toolkit:  

Ask Questions  
Use boastful Language  
Use Imperative (bossy Language)  
Personal appeal  
Patterns of three  
Vary sentence length for effect  

Paragraphs  

Title   
Topic under discussion as title  
Beginning (Introduction)   
Pose problem to be solved  
Include topics of arguments  
Indicate that this is a current discussion  
Middle   
Key arguments – for – relating to one factor  
Middle   
Key arguments – against – relating to another factor  
Ending   
State what you think is right and give reasons  

Paragraphs  

Title   

Topic to be explained  

Beginning (Introduction)   

Relate to the reader personally or pose a topic question  

Middle   

Main reason  
State key reason why   
Use casual connectives e.g. due to, consequently  
Middle   

Related reasons  
First set of consequences from original reason  
Middle   

Second set of reasons from original reason  
Use casual and time connectives  
Ending   

Finish with comment about final/long term consequences  

  

Paragraphs  

Title   
Use Question as titles  
Beginning (Introduction)   
Introduce three supporting reasons in a personal problem – 
question form  
Present the answer as a solution to those problems  
Middle   
Supporting reasons x 3 (Point, Evidence, Explain)  
Point: reason as a topic sentence  
Evidence: information to support statement  
Explain: state why this solves the problem  
Middle   
Counter argument (Point, Evidence, explain)  
Ending   
Reinforce position, summarise  
Key reasons as positive solutions to problems  
Final emotive statement to close off  

 

GUIDELINES FOR CLASSROOM PRACTICE   

EARLY CHILDHOOD CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION ASSESSMENT OPPORTUNITY TO WRITE 

• Print rich environment  
• Development of familiarity with writing 

procedure through oral experience (e.g. 
oral recount, oral narrative)   

• Develop fine motor skills  
• Familiarise with concepts of print  
• Support and encourage role play writing  

• All classrooms are print rich environments  
• Students receive daily instruction and practise with writing  
• Writing has purpose and is based on experience or instruction   
  - incorporate cooperative learning strategies and language experience  
• Writing is linked with spelling, punctuation, grammar and handwriting  
• Writing can be linked to the reading program through the Literacy Block      

structure, drawing together all components of the block, with a 
particular    focus according to student need  

• Common assessment tasks to be used 
to assess writing against common 
standards and for moderation across 
classes and year levels.  

• Hot and Cold Tasks.  

• Opportunities to write are not limited to formal instruction   
• Students should be introduced to a range of purposes and 

authentic audiences for writing through accessing an in-class 
mail system, daily journal, reflection tool, poetry book etc  
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Literacy Assessment   
 

The primary importance of assessment is to enhance learning and track progress. Another purpose is to enable the reporting of student achievement. All assessment must 

be valid, educative, explicit, fair and comprehensive. Student assessment should focus on what students can do themselves rather than how they are performing compared 

with their peers. This requires monitoring of each student’s progress, assessing his or her performance in relation to standards and making “on-balance” judgements to 

determine achievement of a grade.   

 

 

ASSESSMENT TOOLS   

 

At Forrestdale Primary School the range of assessments conducted are:   

 

• PM Benchmarking (PP – 6) 
• Magic Words (K – 3) and SAER students 
• NAPLAN (3 & 5) 

• PAT Testing (1 -6) 
• Literacy Pro (3- 6)  

• PLD (Promoting Literacy Development) - Phonics tracking (K-2)  
• On Entry Data (PP - 1)  
• Guided reading observations (PP – 6) 
• Sound Wave Tests (Year 3 -6)  

• PLD Placement Test (K-2)  

• Screening tools for Early Childhood and SAER students (SOCS) Kindy and SAER students 
• Bright Path (PP – 6) 
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ASSESSMENT SCHEDULE - BASIC ESSENTIAL ASSESSMENT    
  

Teachers are responsible for the collection of this data for their class. The whole school data collection is used alongside teacher judgements from semester 

reports to monitor student progress and achievement, as well as to monitor whole school improvement and impact of particular programs and strategies. All 

data is entered into the whole school data collection – Data Hub.  
   

Assessment  Results to Administration  Years PP - 2  Years 3 -6  

Reading 

Term 2 -Week 7 

Term 4 - Week 5 

 

PM Benchmark PM Benchmark 

Term 1, 2, 3 & 4 - Week 5  Literacy Pro – Lexile Test 

 

Ongoing – Results recorded end of each Term 

 

Magic Words (K-2) Magic Words (Year 3 & SAER) 

Writing  Brightpath Term 1 & 3  Brightpath – Cold Task  Brightpath – Cold Task  

Spelling/Phonics 

 

Term 1 & Term 4 

 

 

 

 

 

Sound Waves  

 

Term 1 & Term 4 Phonic Sight Word Placement test  

 

Ongoing – Results recorded end of each Term 

 

PLD – phonics Tracking (Kindy -2)  

NAPLAN  NAPLAN Week, Term 2  All Year 3 and 5 students  

On Entry Assessment  February  Pre-Primary & Year 1 students  

PAT Testing Term 3 – Week 8/9  PAT Comprehension Year 1-2 PAT Comprehension Year 3-6 
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Forrestdale Primary School Non-Negotiables  
Reading  Spelling  Writing  

Guided Reading – Instructional Level  

• Key Links  

• Dandelion Series (decodable readers) 

• SAILS 

• Use of small whiteboards  

K – 2 

• Diana Rigg – PLD Scope and Sequence  

• Explicit teaching of blending and segmenting  

• Warm ups 

• Heggerty Phonemic Awareness K- 2 

• PLD Apps 

• Use of small whiteboards  

Handwriting  

• NSW Foundation Font 

• Explicitly taught K – 6  

• Correct pencil grip  

• Correct posture   

Independent Reading – Independent Level  

• Short Reads (Fiction) Purchasing in 2021 

• Literacy Pro – Novels/Lexiled texts  

• Literacy Box  

• Comprehension Boxes 

• Literacy Pro Activities  

• Magic Words 

• PLD Apps 

Years 3 -6  

• Soundwaves – Scope and Sequence  

• Sound Wave Charts   

• Explicit teaching of Blending and segmenting  

• Soundwaves Online games  

• Warm ups  

• Use of small whiteboards  
 

Talk for Writing   

• Washing line  

• Story map and innovation  

• Boxing up (Year 2-6)  

• Shared and Short Burst writing  

• Magpie Wall - Vocabulary  

• Connectives / Story Actions  

• Magpie Books / Journals (Year 3-6)  

• Toolkits  

• Consistent highlighter colours  

• Cold and Hot Tasks  

• Use of small whiteboards and easels  

• Pie Corbet Teacher Resource Books 

Shared Reading – Whole Class  

• Key Links – Big Books/Poetry Cards  

• Reading Strategy posters  
 

  Grammar and Punctuation  

• Grammar and Punctuation Scope and Sequence  

• Jumpstart – Grammar Activities 
 

Assessments  

• PM Benchmark  

• NAPLAN Data   

• On entry Data – PP &Year 1 

• PAT – Comprehension Years 2-6  

• Magic Words 

Assessments  

• Sound Waves Years 3 -6 

• PP – Year 2 - PLD – Phonic Sight Word Spelling test   
(SAER students in senior years)  

• NAPLAN Data  

Assessments  

• Cold/Hot Tasks  
• NAPLAN Data   
• Brightpath 
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Forrestdale Magic words  

 

Gold 

1-10 

Red 

11-20 

Blue 

21-30 

Green 

31-40 

at that have him 

in for are did 

it is the get 

on his they can 

and as you an 

a was up then 

I to if them 

from be had than 

with he but look 

this of not see 
 

Orange 

41-50 

Indigo 

51-60 

Violet 

61-70 

Pink 

71-80 

been will each these 

by day first come 

my way oil some 

no may when how 

go her which now 

so over make down 

we number made out 

she long like about 

into all time part 

or call write has 
 

 

 

 

Purple 

81-90 

Aqua 

91-100 

Lime 

101 - 20 

find were us spell 

one there man hand 

said their set still 

your use men went 

two more big off 

do water tell must 

many who well end 

other people old help 

what could just such 

word would land much 
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Lemon 

121-140 

Ruby 

141 - 160 

good small change study 

need boy here very 

think take where read 

thing place give mean 

back name live found 

three same too around 

say came even house 

play line letter sound 

away home again our 

form page point show 

 

 

Rose 

161-180 

Scarlet 

181 - 200 

know turn answer great 

follow right air move 

me high only does 

kind put sentence learn 

most want Australia should 

new any large world 

little ask animal work 

year after different before 

why another also because 

try mother through picture 

 

 

Crimson 

201 - 220 

Peach 

221 - 240 

every school thought might 

near father head close 

add keep under something 

food tree story seem 

between never saw next 

own start left hard 

below city don’t open 

country earth few example 

plant eye while begin 

last light along life 
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Emerald 

241 - 260 

Olive 

261 - 280 

always until began stop 

those children grow without 

both side took second 

paper feet river late 

together car four miss 

got metre carry idea 

group night state enough 

often walk once eat 

run white book face 

important sea hear watch 

 

Almond 

281 - 300 

Mint 

301 - 320 

far young over wanted 

Perth talk It’s special 

real soon fight another 

almost list being baby 

let song enough asked 

above leave hospital prefer 

girl family sister money 

sometimes body brother yesterday 

mountain music teacher pretty 

cut colour wasn’t woman 

 

Teal 

321 - 340 

Grey 

341 - 360 

weekend magic afternoon heart 

bought favourite aunty fairy 

brought field laughed bear 

really movie excited parent 

decided front heard scared 

friend class police scary 

pizza fast eight match 

minute hour dead doctor 

beautiful autumn breakfast please 

giant castle hair present 
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Moss 

361 - 380 

Sapphire 

381 - 400 

dear whole everything princess 

door orange everyone trampoline 

caught happened nice butterfly 

restaurant lollies race motorbike 

friend rabbit place cousin 

winter soccer space asleep 

city suddenly prince computer 

table summer guys taught 

apples climbed afternoon diary 

uncle key basketball aloud 

 

 

 
 

 


